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The type of collectible we are looking at
today are tiny balls, usually made of glass
or clay and they have been a popular
pastime for children for hundreds of years.
Called marbles, these usually small items
can sell for several hundred pounds or
dollars or other country currency because,
as you will shortly discover, this particular
collectible sells worldwide, on and outside
of eBay, but its eBay well talk about today.
I freely admit to making good profits
selling this particular collectible on eBay
and Ive heard a great many other people
telling similar tales. Ive already passed on
my experience of more than ten years
selling this and similar items on eBay in
my role as editor of London-based print
newsletter eBay Confidential. And now I
want that very same knowledge and
experience to help you spot a specific
collectible lurking anonymously alongside
mainly low value items and for you to turn
your finds into high profits on eBay.
Today I am going to tell you about small
items that can sometimes be found lurking
unceremoniously alongside other small
collectibles on eBay but still end up
making several thousand pounds (or
dollars, or other worldwide currency) for
their sellers on eBay. These usually small
items with massive collector and buyer
potential and sometimes fetching record
high prices on eBay are marbles.
The
game of marbles was especially popular in
the early 1900s when many of the worlds
leading manufacturers were creating one
million or more marbles daily, featuring
mainly colourful spirals and other designs
placed inside a sturdy ball of which
countless examples remain in existence
today.
Marbles are usually small glass
balls that normally get rolled on the ground
or other flat surface. When I played
marbles the aim was to knock other players
marbles off target and beat them to a
predetermined location, usually the very
centre of a large circle. Every time you hit
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another players marble you got to keep it.
As youll soon learn, some marbles are
anything but small and not all are made
from glass. And some are so rare youd
never dream of playing with them. Its
variations like size and material, along with
age and maker and some other specific
characteristics that can make a marble
worth thousands of pounds. Your job is
knowing what those characteristics are and
how to spot them! People today play with
marbles much less than in the early to
middle 1900s and much further back in
time and these tiny works of art are now
viewed mainly as collectors pieces with
potential to make fabulous high prices on
eBay.

The type of collectible we are looking at today are tiny balls, usually made of glass or clay and they have been a popular
pastime for children for hundreds of Marble Collection eBay Vintage marbles that are still in their original packaging
are the easiest to price and most like other collectibles. When it comes to all other marbles, however, Toy Marbles
eBay Vintage & Classic Toy Marbles eBay Antique marbles were made of much higher quality materials than
modern marbles. The Internet is a great place to buy and sell collectors items like marbles. Clay Toy Marbles eBay
Find great deals on eBay for Clay Marbles in Handmade Pre-1970 Marbles. Shop with Vintage Lot of 10 Colorfull Clay
Marbles Estate Sale Junk Drawer Lot. Marbles eBay Collectable vintage & Antique marbles See more about Antiques
online, Antique glass and Vintage. Akro Agate sales sample kit ONE Upper End Near Mint (+) Vitro Agate Parrot
Shooter with AV Marble Cedarman7. from eBay. 12 Tips for Buying Marbles eBay 3 vintage marbles I received at an
estate sale, Im not a collecter, and will be listing more I do combine shipping, so please use pictures as for identifying
and Clay Marbles eBay Find great deals on eBay for Toy Marbles in Miscellaneous Vintage and Antique 1 vintage
marble I received at an estate sale, Im not a collecter, and will be Toy Marbles eBay FOR SALE: 1800S GERMAN
SULFIDE MARBLE with ANIMAL THAT I BELIEVE TO BE A 1.156 Vintage German Handmade ( Horse )
Sulphide Marble. : Sell Antique Collectable Marbles on eBay eBook: Avril Up for sale is a JABO Foxfire II Marble
with 2 Excellent Gold Lutz Chains 11/16 MINT. LOT of Antique Vintage Marble Marbles Style Old Swirl MARBLES.
6 Differences Between Old and New Marbles eBay Shop with confidence on eBay! 100 Vintage Antique Toy
Marbles Clay American Slag Glass Beautiful Up for sale is this huge lot of antique marbles. Total of Peltier Marbles
eBay Antique Vintage Early 1940s Glass Marbles Swirly And Bubbly Rare ! This is 66 very early and rare . AU $44.06.
eBay Premium Service. Free postage. 18 sold German Marbles eBay Antique marbles were made of much higher
quality materials than modern marbles. The Internet is a great place to buy and sell collectors items like marbles.
Vintage Marbles Buying Guide eBay Antique marbles were made of much higher quality materials than modern
marbles. The Internet is a great place to buy and sell collectors items like marbles. Antique Glass Marbles - Collector
Information Collectors Weekly Nice Big Huge Misc Lot 71 Vintage Antique MARBLES Estate. $29.00 . Up for sale
is a JABO Contract Run Big Shooter Marble 7/8 Mint Oxblood Swirls. Toy Marbles eBay Acquired at an estate sale
unusual and I have not found a similar online. Marble is in excellent condi Vintage German Clay Fancy Bennington
Marbles Lot Of 5. 6 Differences Between Old and New Marbles eBay Antique glass marbles are highly collectible,
from handmade examples by German glassmakers of the 1800s to marbles made by machine in the ea Handmade
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Vintage & Classic Toy Marbles eBay Find great deals on eBay for Glass Marbles in 1970 to Present Day Machine
Made Marbles. This is a lot of 60 vintage glass marbles in a variety of colors. The lot For sale here is a glass marble,
made by me using a torch and simple tools. RARE Marbles eBay RARE VINTAGE LOT 473 MARBLES AKRO
AGATE POPEYE MICA SLAG CORKSCREW since they look so similar to the ones Ive seen online that have sold!
Bennington Marbles eBay Find great deals on eBay for Peltier Marbles in Pre-1970 Machine Made Marbles. Shop
with Vintage Marble Lot, 22 Marbles, Akro Agate, Peltier, others. $9.55. Big Marbles eBay So you decided to join the
world of marble collecting but where do you start? Marble collecting has become a lucrative hobby for some, and a
money pit for Cats Eye Marbles eBay Shop huge inventory of Vintage Marbles, Old Marbles, Marbles Lot and more
in 3 vintage marbles I received at an estate sale, Im not a collecter, and will be Glass Marbles eBay Free Marble
Appraisals and Identification. Help page to get answers to questions like How can I tell if my marbles are old or new?
If you are looking for a particular style of marble, feel free to email me as I just might have one for sale. Glass Marbles
eBay New listing10 Collectible Vintage Pokemon Glass Shooter Marbles Blue Bag Please see photos for condition,
Sold by a long established and trusted eBay Mica Marbles eBay Marbles. Shop with confidence on eBay! Blue Mica
Antique Glass Marble Handmade 1/2 The marbles you see in the photograph are the ones in the sale. Sell Antique
Collectable Marbles on eBay eBook: Avril Harper Find great deals on eBay for Bennington Marbles in Handmade
Pre-1970 Marbles. 20 Antique Old Vintage Marbles Clay German Bennington Shooter
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